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Highlights 

Notion VTec; Buy; RM0.81 

Price Target: RM0.90 (Under review); NVB MK 

Recovery to continue in 2HCY13 

9MFY13F earnings below our estimates but in line with market. Core net profit rose >100% q-o-q; 
received RM36m in insurance claim for YTD exceptional gains of RM8m. Expect 2HCY13 to improve on the 
back of growing enterprise HDD demand and DSLR product launches. Maintain BUY, TP under review. 

Traders Spectrum – Sense & Response 
Efficient E-Solutions; Trading Buy; RM0.13 
Targeted Resistance Thresholds: RM0.17 (immediate), RM0.20 (next); EES MK 
Rebound in sight 

Efficient E-Solutions (market cap of RM92m) is poised to stage a rebound as investors hunt for 
fundamentally strong small-cap companies. The Group – which provides business process outsourcing 
(BPO) services – could see a gradual earnings recovery after being hit by tough industry developments last 
year. An added appeal is its cash and cash equivalents backing of 7.4 sen per share, which constitutes 
more than half of its existing share price. Future excitement may also come through its potential tie-ups 
with its major shareholder Singapore Post (holding a 20.8% equity interest). 

From a technical perspective, the stock – after plunging from RM0.245 in Jul 2011 to a trough of RM0.12 
in May this year – is due for a technical rebound soon. Its share price will probably advance to challenge 
our targeted resistance thresholds of RM0.17 (immediate) and RM0.20 (next), offering potential upsides of 
31% and 54%, respectively. Trading Buy. 
 

Comments 

DiGi.Com; Hold; RM4.66 
Price Target: RM4.95; DIGI MK 

Highlights from meeting with DiGI’s new CFO 

DiGi.Com held an analyst get-together to meet its new CFO Karl Erik Broten, who was previously attached to 
Telenor Pakistan and Telenor Hungary. Some key points we noted from the meeting were: 
 

a) Cost management for DiGi remains an ongoing process, with potential for cost savings in terms of 
operations & maintenance expenses when its network modernisation is complete (discontinuing its 
legacy network) though  this may be more opaque as 3G coverage expands. Infrastructure sharing 
and joint fibre buildings to minimise network operating costs and backhaul & transmission costs 
are also a recurring theme. What is new is a concerted effort from Telenor group to streamline its 
operations between its different operating companies through sharing of non-core services such as 
IT, customer service and HR. However, the full brunt of this would likely only be realised in the 
medium term. 

b) Management has highlighted the importance of the prepaid segment and its capacity for further 
revenue translation in terms of driving mobile data usage. Migrants, which comprise a sizeable 
portion of DiGi’s prepaid subscription base, are also beginning to utilise data buckets.  

c) Competition will continue to be heated, especially with the impending arrival of another MVNO 
from PT Telekomunikasi Indonesia (in collaboration with Maxis). However, we think DiGi’s strong 
brand awareness and well-placed distribution points would allow it to defend its strongholds in the 
Indonesian migrant market. 

d) Expect 4G LTE on the 1800MHz band to be utilised in 2014. Trial sessions are currently ongoing, 
though full commercial rollout would require further optimisation due to DiGi’s lack of 900Mhz 
spectrum to offload 2G and 3G traffic to.  

e) DiGi is actively working on acquiring more lower-band spectrum, whether via purchase or on a 
leased basis. We think there may be some challenge here, due to the lack of spectrum on sale in 
the market currently, though it is also communicating with the regulator on coming to a solution. 

f) Main priorities for the operator are currently to fully complete and iron out kinks in its network 
modernisation, as well as drive 3G coverage expansion, which is expected to hit at least 75% by 
end-2013. 

g) DiGi is also expanding its tablet range to include low-to-medium-end tablets, much like its new 
strategy to offer medium-priced handsets in order to drive tablet usage as well as promote its 4G 
LTE tablet offerings. 

Sector Reports – Recently Published 

REITs – 14 August 
Opportunity to accumulate (CHIN Jin 
Han/YEE Mei Hui) 
 
Rebounding yields, potential 
acquisitions and cautious economic 
outlook make a good time to 
accumulate. Rising interest rates 
unlikely to dent finance costs in the 
near-term; cap rate expansion to have 
minimal impact on NAV. Top picks: 
Pavilion REIT & KLCCSS. 
 
Banks - 6 August 

Volatility in financial assets (LIM Sue 
Lin/HON Seow Mee) 

Rising bond yields have mild impact on 
banks; trading portfolio is small; 
unrealised mark-to-market losses in 
AFS portfolios in 2Q13. Capital market 
prospects subdued; recent IPOs not 
doing well, bond market issuances 
staggering . Top picks: HLB and RHBC. 
 
Banks - 8 July 

Tighter rules on consumer loans (LIM 
Sue Lin/HON Seow Mee) 

Maximum tenure of 35 years for 
property loans and 10 years for 
personal loans; pre-approved personal 
loans prohibited. Negative for NBFIs; 
expect possible slowdown in bigger 
ticket loans. Top picks: MAY, HLB and 
RHBC.  
 
Telecoms - 3 July 

Still a tough environment (CHIN Jin 
Han) 

3G sim penetration still low – data 
growth still main revenue driver but 
difficult to price higher for now. 
Efficient cost management more 
imperative than ever to preserve 
margins. Underweight on rich 
valuations and lack of near-term 
catalysts; Top pick: DiGi.Com.  
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h) Expect 2H13 to register stronger growth than 1H13, premised on a lower base from 2H12 
(network issues resulted in muted earnings), greater data usage from existing mobile subscriptions 
and subscriber gains as 3G coverage ramps up. 

 
We think DiGi still offers high potential for higher-than-industry growth, both as a function of coverage 
upside as well as cost savings from its various initiatives. In terms of transitioning to a business trust, specific 
guidelines related to areas such as operational, tax and regulatory effects on the operator are still vague, 
though a decision would be made by end-2013. The company is still one of the cheapest in the Malaysian 
telecoms sector from a P/E standpoint as well as possesses a clean balance sheet. We maintain our HOLD call 
and RM4.95 price target.  
 
DRB Hicom; Buy; RM2.61 
Price Target: RM3.60; DRB MK 

Sale of Uni.Asia Life Assurance 

DRB has announced that Uni.Asia Capital Sdn Bhd (UAC) has submitted an application to Bank Negara 
Malaysia (BNM) to review a proposal to enter into a S&P agreement with Prudential Insurance Company of 
America and Bank Simpanan Nasional on a 70:30 basis for the sale of Uni.Asia Life Assurance for RM518m 
cash. UAC is 51%-owned by Gadek which is in turn a wholly-owned subsidiary of DRB and 49% by UOB 
Malaysia. 
 
This approval pertains to the sale of Uni.Asia’s life assurance business while the general insurance is still 
pending approval by BNM. DRB's 51% share of the sale proceeds works out to be RM264m or RM0.14/DRB 
share where the proceeds will likely be used to pare down borrowings. As at 31 March 2013, DRB has a net 
debt of RM5.3bn (stripping out banking related cash) or net gearing of 0.6x while it also has two principal 
repayments amounting to c.RM1bn due in 2013 and 2014. This should be comfortably met by the sale of 
land in Johor and Klang Valley for RM605m and also Hicom Power amounting to RM575m. 
 
According to its latest annual report, Uni.Asia Life Assurance made revenue of RM374m in FY13 (RM403m in 
FY12) and profit after tax of RM17m in FY13 (RM21m in FY12). Total shareholders funds as at 31 March 
2013 were RM366m. Hence, the sale translated into FY13 P/BV of 1.4x which is at the lower end of previous 
insurance related transactions of 1.8-2.2x but appears fair given its relatively smaller size. 
 
DRB’s share price has been just flat YTD, even post the general elections, the outcome of which in our view 
removes the overhang on Syed Mokthar related stocks. Key catalysts would be i) swifter than expected 
turnaround for Proton with an accompanying strong partner; ii) faster-than-expected property launches given 
its vast land bank; and iii) potential M&A for Bank Muamalat. We maintain our BUY rating and TP of RM3.60 
which is based on a 20% discount to SOP. 
 
Sunway Bhd; Hold; RM3.09 
Price Target: RM3.40; SWB MK 

Disposing of 20% stake in Sunway REIT Management 

Sunway has entered into a Share Sale Agreement with Millennium Pavilion Sdn Bhd (“MPSB”) to dispose of 
20% of the issued and paid-up share capital of Sunway REIT Management Sdn Bhd (SRM) for a total 
consideration of RM28m. Upon completion of the Proposed Disposal, Sunway will realise an immediate gain 
of RM26 million and the shareholding of Sunway and MPSB in SRM will be in the proportion of 80:20.  

 

The shareholders of MPSB comprises Dato’ Lim Say Chong, Mr Oh Kim Sun and Mr Ng Sing Hwa who have 
extensive experience in the property, banking and manufacturing industries, as well as a wide network of 
contacts. MPSB would be able to add value to SRM by providing additional leads for property acquisition as 
well as strategic insights at SRM’s board level as MPSB will be granted a seat on the board of SRM. Maintain 
Hold with a TP of RM3.40 (based on 10% discount to our SOP valuation). 

 

Wired Daily 

Today’s Market Preview: An overnight sell-off on Wall Street is expected to put pressures on Asian equities 
today. Triggered by renewed fears of the US Federal Reserve reducing its monetary stimulus program soon 
in view of better economic signals, leading US stock indices slumped between 1.4% and 1.7% at the 
closing bell.  

Back home, the key FBM KLCI could face downward bias today after showing resilience lately. On the 
chart, the benchmark index may test the immediate support level of 1,785. 

In terms of local corporate developments, of probable interest today are stocks like: (a) Astral Supreme, 
which has entered into a joint venture to jointly manage, perform and carry out feasibility studies and 
detailed design for a project involving the proposed construction of various roads in Penang and an 
undersea tunnel between Penang island and mainland for a contract sum of RM275m; (b) DRB-Hicom, as 
its 51%-owned subsidiary has proposed to divest the entire stake in Uni.Asia Life Assurance for RM518m 
cash; and (c) AmBank, in response to an announcement of its latest quarterly financial results during lunch 
hours.
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Market Data       Stock Picks – Big Caps 

 Current % Chng   Price (RM) 
9/9 

Target Price 

FBMKLCI 1,792 -0.08  Company 15-Aug (RM) 

FBMEmas 12,505 -0.15  Maybank 10.48 11.80 

FBM100 12,227 -0.17  Hong Leong Bank 14.20 18.00 

Daily Volume (m shrs) 2,415   RHB Capital 8.08 10.30 

Daily Turnover (RMm) 2,073   MMC 2.70 4.95 

Daily Turnover (US$m) 633      

    

    

    

 
Key Indices                                                               Stock Picks – Small and Mid Caps 
 

(%) EPS Gth Div Yield   Price (RM) 
9/9 

Target Price 

2012A 18.9 3.3  Company 15-Aug (RM) 

2013F 6.3 3.1  WCT 2.50 3.35 

2014F 9.9 3.2  Maybulk 1.84 2.10 

    Muhibbah Engineering 2.45 3.10 

(x) PER EV/EBITDA  TA Enterprise 0.68 1.00 

2012A 18.2  10.7      

2013F 17.1  10.1      

2014F 15.6  9.4   

Source: HwangDBS Vickers Research 
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This document is published by HWANGDBS Vickers Research Sdn Bhd (“HDBSVR”), a subsidiary of HWANGDBS 
Investment Bank Berhad (“HDBS”) and an associate of DBS Vickers Securities Holdings Pte Ltd (“DBSVH”).  The research 
is based on information obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but we do not make any representation or 
warranty as to its accuracy, completeness or correctness.  Opinions expressed are subject to change without notice.  This 
document is prepared for general circulation.  Any recommendation contained in this document does not have regard to 
the specific investment objectives, financial situation and the particular needs of any specific addressee.  This document is 
for the information of addressees only and is not to be taken in substitution for the exercise of judgement by addressees, 
who should obtain separate legal or financial advice.  HDBSVR accepts no liability whatsoever for any direct or 
consequential loss arising from any use of this document or further communication given in relation to this document.  
This document is not to be construed as an offer or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any securities.  DBS Vickers 
Securities Holdings Pte Ltd is a wholly-owned subsidiary of DBS Bank Ltd.  DBS Bank Ltd along with its  affiliates and/or 
persons associated with any of them may from time to time have interests in the securities mentioned in this document.  
HDBSVR, HDBS, DBSVH, DBS Bank Ltd, and their associates, their directors, and/or employees may have positions in, and 
may effect transactions in securities mentioned herein and may also perform or seek to perform broking, investment 
banking/corporate advisory  and other banking services for these companies.  HDBSVR, HDBS, DBSVH, DBS Bank Ltd 
and/or other affiliates of DBS Vickers Securities (USA) Inc (“DBSVUSA”), a U.S.-registered broker-dealer, may beneficially 
own a total of 1% or more of any class of common equity securities of the subject company mentioned in this document.  
HDBSVR, HDBS, DBSVH, DBS Bank Ltd and/or other affiliates of DBSVUSA may, within the past 12 months, have received 
compensation and/or within the next 3 months seek to obtain compensation for investment banking services from the 
subject company. DBSVUSA does not have its own investment banking or research department, nor has it participated in 
any investment banking transaction as a manager or co-manager in the past twelve months. Any US persons wishing to 
obtain further information, including any clarification on disclosures in this disclaimer, or to effect a transaction in any 
security discussed in this document should contact DBSVUSA exclusively.  DBS Vickers Securities (UK) Ltd is an authorised 
person in the meaning of the Financial Services and Markets Act and is regulated by The Financial Services Authority.  
Research distributed in the UK is intended only for institutional clients. 
 

 
Wong Ming Tek, Head of Research 
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